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Overview
According to Wikipedia, Environmental Justice is:
Environmental justice (EJ) is "the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of
race, color, sex, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies" In the words of Bunyan Bryant,
"Environmental justice is served when people can realize their highest potential.”
Environmental justice emerged as a concept in the United States in the early 1980s; its proponents
generally view the environment as encompassing "where we live, work, and play"
I have a master’s degree, over 15 years of experience as an auditor, and was formerly with a major public
accounting firm. This 2200-page environmental impact study and plan is the most overwhelming and misleading
document I’ve ever seen, and it makes it nearly impossible for the public to provide meaningful comments. In
addition, the Park Service is impeding the public comment process by providing misleading statements to the
media and the public and by withholding or delaying providing information needed to meaningfully comment on
the DEIS. I strongly agree with the more extreme conservationists, “we need to look at evidence” but disagree
that suppressive and misrepresented Park Service regulations are a primary justification for such a short-sighted
plan; therefore, I believe public comment is vital to protect the public interests. For over 40 years, dogs have been
integral and active part of healthy and safe recreation for a diverse group of people on the GGNRA lands so any
changes need to be based on facts and not unsubstantiated “hypotheticals”.
My specific concerns regarding environmental injustice include:







Freedom of Information Act and Unlawful Abuse of Power
Unsubstantiated Claims are Detrimental to People & the Park
Freedom of Speech Impediments
Overwhelming and Misleading DEIS and Information Provided to the Public
Minority Misrepresentations & Non Representation
Discrimination Against People with Dogs
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Freedom of Information Act and Unlawful Abuse of Power
I’ve been shocked at what feels like deliberate delays in providing real data to citizens. Almost immediately when I
became aware of the claims regarding dog incidents, I submitted a Freedom of Information Act request, and the
Park Service quickly responded. Then delays started when it was clear that, while a concerned environmentalist
and citizen, I was pro-dog. It took two months, a department of interior appeal, and the threat to go to court
before the Park Service provided a simple download from an Access database with the GGNRA Law Enforcement
Data. See Appendix 2: Mar30, 2011 Department of Interior Responses to FOIA Appeals & Support.
The Park Service has done the same with my other requests for real GGNRA information on the “hypothetical”
adverse impacts and only provided some information after long delays and the rest is still outstanding even though
today is the last day to provide public comments. I submitted a second appeal to the Department of Interior on
April 25, 2011, and the Park Service was instructed to respond by yesterday but I still have not received a response.
See Appendix 1: May 17, 2011 Department of Interior Responses to FOIA Appeals & Support.
Suzanne Valente has had the same issues and never been able to obtain the supporting information for the
environmental impacts used to justify the current leash regulations on Ocean Beach for the SPPA. She made the
FOIA request for the raw data utilized in the 2006-2007 Daphne Hatch study and the Park Service would not
release the data. The raw data for the latest 2009 study by Lynes, and Zlautnich is not a part of the DEIS either
In another case, she was trying to make the fundamental point that the decision to proceed with this DEIS itself is
unlawful. The enabling legislation requires the GGNRA to utilize sound principles of land use planning and
management. Accepted practice would be illustrated by the Rattlesnake National Recreation Area and Wilderness
(RNRAW) which produces an annual monitoring report. The report assesses current recreation trends, needs, and
impacts, and thereby serves as a tool for long-term management of the RNRAW. The following is taken from the
Introduction of the Report for 2009:
“This is the seventeenth annual monitoring report for the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) based
Management Direction for the Rattlesnake National Recreation Area (NRA) and Wilderness (RNRAW),
which was approved in December 1992. Monitoring is the final step in the LAC planning system. It is an
ongoing, continuous process and is instrumental for evaluating management effectiveness and
sustainability of resource values and conditions.
The LAC process recognizes that wilderness conditions change. Wilderness areas are dynamic systems
with many forces continually affecting the landscape. These forces of change include people and their
impacts, fire, insects and disease, invasive species and many others. It defines what conditions are
desirable and how to achieve or maintain those conditions. Based on citizen involvement, laws and
regulation, it identifies what changes are acceptable rather than attempting to prevent change.
Monitoring is based upon the indicators and standards outlined in the LAC direction. The indicators and
their specific standards provide methods of measurement to effectively monitor factors and area wide
issues. Refer to the December, 1992 Limits of Acceptable Change Based Management Direction for the
RNRAW for a more complete discussion of the LAC process.
The factors monitored during the 2009 field season include: education, use and users, trails and roads,
Wilderness characteristics, vegetation, vandalism, wildlife, fire, goals and policies. Refer to Table 1 for a
complete description of the factors, indicators and standards for each opportunity class (OC).”
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In contrast, in 2006 when this DEIS was announced on the Federal Register, she made a Freedom of Information
Act Request to provide the data, documents, and/or Staff Report which substantiated the GGNRA’s claim that
there was controversy over the dog policy, compromised visitor and employee safety and resource degradation
which warranted this DEIS. The GGNRA’s response merely stated: “The Staff Report and other documents you seek
do not exist at this time”. An appeal to the Department of the Interior regarding this FOIA request elicited the
following response after several letters: “Since the Department has not made a determination on your appeal
within the time limits set in the FOIA, you may seek judicial review under 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(4)(B). However, we hope
that you will delay filing the lawsuit so that the Department can thoroughly review the issues in your appeal and
make a determination. We appreciate your patience to this point and the Department will make every effort to
reach a decision on your appeal as soon as possible.” This letter is dated August 8, 2006. There has been no written
response as of yet.
The lack of data or any documentation to support the assertions used as justification to proceed with this
Environmental Review violates Federal Law as it renders this agency action arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of
discretion. Accordingly, this agency action, findings and conclusions should be set aside as prescribed by the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 706 (2)A.

Unsubstantiated Claims are Detrimental to People & the Park
Why is it significant that other Recreation Areas perform annual monitoring of resources and the GGNRA does not?
Why is monitoring so important? As stated in an NPS publication, “Monitoring the Condition of Natural Resources
in US National Parks”
(http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/monitor/docs/Monitoring_Park_Condition.pdf) the purpose of monitoring is as
follows: The overall purpose of natural resource monitoring in parks is to develop scientifically sound information
on the current status and long term trends in the composition, structure, and function of park ecosystems, and to
determine how well current management practices are sustaining those ecosystems. Use of monitoring
information will increase confidence in manager's decisions and improve their ability to manage park resources,
and will allow managers to confront and mitigate threats to the park and operate more effectively in legal and
political arenas.
Additionally, a review of NPS online resources reveals that there is an entire infrastructure set up to guide and
facilitate NPS properties in their monitoring duties, “Vital Signs Monitoring”
(http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/monitor/index.cfm)
A subsection of the aforementioned web site (Program Goals) discusses the goals of park monitoring: “Natural
resource monitoring provides site-specific information needed to understand and identify change in complex,
variable, and imperfectly understood natural systems and to determine whether observed changes are within
natural levels of variability or may be indicators of unwanted human influences. Thus, monitoring provides a basis
for understanding and identifying meaningful change in natural systems characterized by complexity, variability,
and surprises. Monitoring data help to define the normal limits of natural variation in park resources and provide a
basis for understanding observed changes; monitoring results may also be used to determine what constitutes
impairment and to identify the need to initiate or change management practices.”
More recently, the National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998 established the framework for fully
integrating natural resource monitoring and other science activities into the management processes of the
National Park System. The Act charges the Secretary of the Interior to "continually improve the ability of the
National Park Service to provide state-of-the-art management, protection, and interpretation of and research on
the resources of the National Park System" , and to "assure the full and proper utilization of the results of scientific
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studies for park management decisions." Section 5934 of the Act requires the Secretary of the Interior to develop a
program of "inventory and monitoring of National Park System resources to establish baseline information and to
provide information on the long-term trends in the condition of National Park System resources."
Clearly, the failure of GGNRA management to conduct any consistent monitoring of the resources of the GGNRA is
a violation of Federal law. The more fundamental problem is that this DEIS highlights the fact that GGNRA
management is in persistent violation of the enabling legislation for this park property. GGNRA management can
provide no monitoring report to substantiate visitor use patterns or conflicts, no documentation of degradation of
the Recreation Area resources, as well as no documentation as to whether resource degradation is inevitable or
under the control of management prior to proposing these management changes. Consequently, there have been
no mitigations to address problems as they arise. In truth, were the GGNRA’s claims of degradation of resources
even valid (I contend they are not), a case could be made that any degradation of the GGNRA property is due to
GGNRA management’s failure to adhere to accepted practice regarding land use planning and management. How
is it equitable for the GGNRA to abolish recreational access as a remedy to a problem they cannot document and
when they have demonstrably violated the principles of sound land use planning and management?

Freedom of Speech Impediments
The Park Service curtailed Freedom of Speech by not having an open forum during the open houses. I also heard
that the rangers were stopping people from distributing flyers because of the following published GGNRA
regulations that infringes on the First Amendment rights to Freedom of Speech:
36 CRF-1.6 Activities that Require a Permit
2.51(a) Public assemblies, meetings, gathering, demonstration, parades, and other public
expressions of views
2.52© Sale or distribution of printer matter that is not solely for commercial advertising

The GGNRA still maintains these policies even though the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled that the National
Parks Service’s requirement for a permit to conduct any type of expressive activities within the 391 national parks
is “overbroad and therefore unconstitutional on its face.” (Boardley v U.S. Department of the Interior, C.A.D.C. No.
09-5176, 8/6/10, p. 2) See: http://www.Park
Service.gov/goga/parkmgmt/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&PageID=397206
Publishing a regulation that calls for requiring a permit even for a generic "other expressions of views" is totally
against American values.

Overwhelming and Misleading DEIS and Information Provided to the
Public
In addition to unnecessarily overwhelming the public with a confusing and misleading 2200-page document
printed only in English in a highly ethnically diverse city, other examples of the Park Service impeding the public
comment process include:
1.

In the media and at open houses, the Park Service continues to exaggerate the "rising" safety incidents
and complaints, which aren't supported by the actual data and claims increased visitation, which isn’t
supported by the data either.
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2. Representing to the public that "off-leash" dogs are against the law in National Parks when it is actually
only against National Park Service “regulations” that the Park Service has the ability to adapt. I heard one
Park Service representative at the open house telling a woman that it was illegal to have dogs off-leash
and that is also implied in the DEIS, even though the courts have upheld the validity and legality of the
1979 Pet Policy. In addition, the DEIS preferred alternative clearly allows some off-leash dogs so clearly
off-leash dogs can be supported by the Park Service if it so chooses.
3. Clearly the mandate for the GGNRA is "recreation" but the Park Service is attempting to turn the GGNRA
into primarily a conservation area without a change in park mandate. In the DEIS the GGNRA uses the
purpose statement from the 2008 “draft” foundation statement that does not appear to have been
approved and complete the required process; the GGNRA was not created to bring a National Park caliper
experience but per the enabling legislation was ”in order to provide for the maintenance of needed
recreational open space necessary to urban environment and planning”. In the 2002 survey they also
modified the park purpose statement to minimize the recreational mandate.

Ignoring Public Comment
As an example of the Park Services dismissive attitude toward local residents, in the DEIS on Page 267 they states
“In many parts of the Bay Area, GGNRA lands are the backyards of the citizens, and residents have come to expect
public lands to be made available for dog walking and other recreational activities”. This clearly is not honoring the
legislative mandate of the GGNRA which is ”in order to provide for the maintenance of needed recreational open
space necessary to urban environment and planning”. People are not being unreasonable to expect the Park
Service to maintain the recreational value of the GGNRA and for the Park Service to not arbitrarily undermine that
recreational value.
In regards to dog management, the Park Service is not protecting the interests of regular citizens and needs to stop
ignoring the overwhelming and on-going public comments from people with dogs and those opposed to the
extreme cuts in dog recreation and degradation of recreational value. Over the past 10 years, the Park Service has
summarily dismissed the overwhelming input from the diverse group of Bay Area people, particularly in urban San
Francisco, with dogs regarding their need for recreational open space. Seventy-one percent of the people
responding to the GGNRA 2003 Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking supported off-leash dog walking. In
addition, in the 2002 Population Survey, 69% of respondents from all four counties opposed reducing sites that
allow on-leash dog walking, and 54% of San Francisco, with the most off-leash areas and experience, support
allowing off-leash dog walking at GGNRA sites. Overall, only 41% of respondents supported the statement
regarding off-leash dog walking but the survey question was not easy to understand and seemed designed to
support eliminating dog access.

Discrimination Against Those with Dogs
The existing San Francisco model should be the role model for other communities on how to integrate dog
recreation for a healthy and vibrant community. On the whole, the GGNRA dogs are well exercised, socialized, and
trained, and dog owners are responsibly managing their dogs. While some unfortunate incidents do occur, those
incidents are rare and only a few are more than nuisance type incidents. Dogs inspire people to lead healthier lives
and to interact on a daily basis with the community. While some people dislike or are afraid of dogs, there are
many parks that don't allow dogs or require the dogs to be on leash. There will always be people that dislike others
for whatever reason; however, suppressing dog recreation, particularly off-leash, will only lead to more dogs and
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people not being socialized to each other and increasing the number of dogs and people with fears.

The Park Service is discriminating against people with dogs by not recognizing dog recreation as a highly demanded
recreational activity for the GGNRA. The Park Service represents that the current dog management plan is
unsustainable. After reviewing the DEIS, visiting all but 3 of the park units, reviewing the law enforcement data,
and the Western Snowy Plover research; the only unsustainable aspect of the current GGNRA dog management
plan is the self-inflicted Park Service conflict with the people with dogs over leash laws and areas closed to pets.
Instead of addressing that problem, the DEIS plan will only exacerbate these problems within the GGNRA and
adjacent lands.

Minority Misrepresentations & Non Representation
It really bothers me that the Park Service and environmental groups are representing these group instead of proactively allowing them to speak for themselves. As far as I can tell, no one has made a real attempt to get unbiased
public comment from any of these groups, and the Park Service has made it nearly impossible for everyone with
the overwhelming and confusing 2200 page document and misleading media presentations.
Some points to consider:


2200 pages overwhelms and confuse even the most educated



no translation into any other language of the plan or any notices or any real attempt to solicit
comments from these groups



no comprehensive evaluation of the benefits or barriers related to dog recreation for disadvantaged
groups nor developing programs to maximize recreational opportunities



cherry-picking and misrepresenting data related to disadvantaged group from the 2002 population
survey and 2007 SFSU study to support banning dogs

I'm biased but I see a diverse and inclusive dog community in the GGNRA joined by our mutual love for our dogs.
The beauty is we can all share equally in the park no matter what our financial situation. If anything, less
advantage groups need increased education about the benefits of dog exercise and socialization and to be
encouraged to come out and fully take advantage of their family dog. Ella and I went once a week for about a year
to the San Jose juvenile hall for El to play with the inmates - some incarcerated for life - and many were from
disadvantaged backgrounds. Those deprived kids, more than most kids, came alive when playing with all our offleash dogs. The only reason El is a therapy dog is because of off-leash places like Fort Funston. I also think the
disabled and seniors benefit the most from off-leash recreation because of not having to juggle a leash when
walking.
I’ve loved hearing and reading everyone's personal stories and comments on the GGNRA but I came across one
that tops the list and expresses my own feelings:
“I go to the beach more than I go to parks. Going to the beach is more or less the same as
going to the parks for me. The ocean is also a form of nature. When I look at the ocean, I
could totally relax and let my imagination run wild. I feel that life in America is truly
wonderful when I watch people fishing, jogging, playing and walking their dogs.
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Sometimes, I would even call my parents in China to tell them that I was at the beach and
they could even hear the waves! I lived near the beach in Tsingtao when I was in China,
and thus, I was especially happy when I ended up living near the beach here in America.”
[Chinese female, 44 years old, recent immigrant, San Francisco resident]
This was in the SFSU (Roberts 2007) study http://wildequity.org/images/4856 that the SF Bay Area Sierra Club and
the DEIS (page 31) uses to justify eliminating dogs. The Sierra Club interpreted: "Asian and Latino park users report
that they are less likely to visit parks for fear of harm from dogs and because of the presence of dog feces." The
report actually talks about barriers and does not measure the significance in any way. It also fails to mention that
the discussion groups were skewed towards recent immigrants and to those that have never used the GGNRA. If I
was in a discussion group even I’d mention not liking poop on the trails but that doesn’t mean I won’t go because
of poop. Poor transportation and communication, unfamiliarity, unfriendly park employees and visitors, fear of
crime, and overly restrictive rules seemed far more of an issue than dogs. Dog barriers certainly tie in with the
general discussions about fear of the outdoors and the outdoors being unclean, which positive exposure to the
outdoors and dogs could help overcome. The study also talks about how attitudes change from first generation to
subsequent generations.
Anyone discussing environmental injustice should look at this study and how the study is not substantial enough to
draw any conclusions that dogs are a significant barrier for the general Asian or Hispanic/Latino population or for
anyone that doesn't have extreme dog phobias or reactive dogs. Remember that for self-identified Hispanics in the
2002 population survey, dog ownership resulted in significantly more days spent in the GGNRA, just like others
with dogs. I just hope these groups self-identify and provide strong representation about how important the
GGNRA is to a diverse group of people with dogs. The Park Service should look at the demographics of people
responding before drawing conclusions on the diversity of people with dogs which includes children, minorities,
people with disabilities, seniors, and others.
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Highlights of Relevant Personal Background

















Lived in the Bay Area for 17 years and am an avid outdoors and nature lover that has frequented many
National Parks, National Forests, and most of the parks in the Bay Area. Before Ella, a dog, joined the
family, I visited National Park Service parks including Yosemite, Yellowstone/Grand Tetons, Lassen,
Glacier, Grand Canyon, Redwood, Point Reyes, Pinnacles, Zion, Bryce, Death Valley, Canyonlands, Channel
Islands, Denali, Dinosaur, Sequoia/Kings Canyon, Mesa Verde, Muir Woods, Natural Bridge, Padre Island,
Rocky Mountain, and SF Maritime. Since Ella joined the family, we have not been to a park, other than
the GGNRA, that is managed by the National Park Service because dogs are not allowed beyond the main
park corridor (e.g. the campgrounds and parking lot and superficial trails). Not being able to visit the
National Parks is one of the hardest things about having a dog as a part of the family.
Frequent the GGNRA dog-friendly sites almost daily for 5 years since Ella, an Aussie, joined our family with
most GGNRA visits to Sweeney Ridge, Mori Point, Fort Funston, and Milagra Ridge. Before getting Ella,
Sweeney Ridge was the only one of these GGNRA sites that I had visited more than once in 12 years in the
Bay Area. Instead we tried to always go to new open spaces during our weekend hikes with Sweeney
Ridge and Sawyer Camp / San Andreas / Canada Road trails being standard hikes/runs/bike that we did 4
or 5 times a month. We also had gym memberships which we no longer have since we can’t exercise Ella
and go to the gym. We find hiking so much more rewarding with Ella; we interact with so many more
people because having a dog, like having a small child, facilitates social interactions that rarely happened
without a dog
Spent the past four months canvasing the GGNRA and other dog-friendly locations talking to people with
dogs and raising awareness of the GGNRA plan. This included many discussions regarding the experiences
and needs of people with dogs
Co-author of the SaveOffLeashDogs Call to Action weekly email regarding the GGNRA dog management
plan and active member of the SaveOffLeash coalition with primary responsibility for grass roots
organizing for San Mateo County, SFDog, and Ocean Beach Dog
Member of the Peninsula Australian Shepherd Club, the Australian Shepherd Club of America, Ace Dog
Sports, and the Bay Team (an agility organization)
Over 20 years of experience as an auditor in public accounting firms and corporations and a Masters in
Accounting Information Systems and a Bachelors in Agricultural Economics/Accounting
Graduate of the SF SPCA Dog Training Academy, a six week intensive program taught by Dr. Jean
Donaldson, a nationally recognized dog behaviorist
SFSPCA volunteer trainer responsible for addressing more significant behavioral issues such as reactivity,
fear, rude behaviors, and puppy socialization
Grew up on a farm with a virtual zoo of animals related to this plan including dogs, horses, mules, deer,
quail, geese, and ducks and in a rural areas with significant wildlife populations
Read the 2200 Page DEIS and visited all but 3 of the 21 sites included in the plan plus visited the new lands
at Rancho Corral de Tierra in Montara
Analyzed the 2001 to 2010 GGNRA Law Enforcement Access data headers and the 2007 to 2008 petrelated cases in the ranger/USPP detailed PDFs
Reviewed the available GGNRA inventories and monitoring reports provided by the GGNRA related to a
Freedom of Information Act request
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Rely on the GGNRA for daily walks to help prevent morbid obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and breast
cancer , which is prevalent in my family as well as stress relief
Rely on the GGNRA to responsibly care for Ella, our dog, and for ensuring that she is a healthy and safe
dog for the community and for those visiting our home
Committed environmental advocate for addressing real issues that make the world a healthier and
happier place for all our interconnected beings. Member of the Sierra Club
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Freedom of Information Request for Arnita Bowman
As of 4/25/11
FOIA Request

Original Specific Request or Background Information

Request Date: 3/14/2011 FOIA: NPS-2011-0363 - Financial Information and General Management Plan (FOIA 4)
Received 4/21/2011 (38 days)

Received 4/21/2011 (38 days) the 1980
GGNRA General Management Plan (GMP) and
the timeline for the future GMPs
Withheld - The current draft of the proposed
GGNRA General Management Plan – claim
cannot provide because “PREDECISIONAL
DRAFT - NOT AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC
DISTRIBUTION”

Withheld

Request #A related to the Cost of the GGNRA Dog Management Plan:


The summary of actual expenditures for this GGNRA dog management plan project fund for as many
years as is available (please include expenditures for all phases of the project even if the project funding is
split by different phases). If a summary is not available, please provide the detailed expenditures.



The approved budgets/fund showing the total cost (actual/projected) for the GGNRA dog management
plan project (including all phases) for as many years as is available.



Hours and overtime costs for the DEIS Public Open House Meetings, if not in 2 above.

Request #B regarding the GGNRA General Management Plan:





The active GGNRA General Management Plan, if any
The current draft of the proposed GGNRA General Management Plan Reference:
http://parkplanning.nps.gov/document.cfm?parkID=303&projectID=15075&documentID=28961.
Most recent GGNRA internal status update on the GGNRA General Management Plan with the projected
timeline for future activities and implementation

Request #C regarding GGNRA Budgets:


2011 GGNRA approved budget summary for all funds (e.g., general, special, revolving, etc.) managed by
the GGNRA

Request Date: 3/14/2011 FOIA: NPS-2011-0362 - Ranger Tickets & Public Health Information (FOIA 3)
1) Received 4/21/2011 (38 days). –
Completed but unverified – Not yet

All formal GGNRA tickets, warnings, or complaints regarding dog bites/attacks, rescues, closed areas,
and wildlife disturbances.

visited GGNRA reading room
Received notice that the 2009 and 2010
ranger tickets were available in the GGNRA
reading room.

Note that this relates to my initial FOIA request on 2/28/2011 that the NPS assured me would be made
available to everyone. They did not tell me that it would take nearly 3 months and that only 2007 and 2008
would be available.

2) Received On 3/18/2011 (4 days) I was
notified by another dog owner that the 2007
to 2008 PDFs were available on the
GGNRA website.
The 2007 to 2008 PDFs of ranger tickets
shows that dog bite/attack incidents are rare
and mostly nuisance type incidents and
wildlife disturbances are rare.
Withheld

Withheld

Any documentation of informal complaints regarding dog bites/attacks, rescues, closed areas, wildlife
disturbances, or other injuries to people or wildlife by dogs.
Any documentation of actual decease/illness transmission from dogs to people in the GGNRA.

Request Date: 2/28/2011 FOIA NPS-2011-00361 Visitation, Survey Data, Evidence of DEIS impacts
Received 4/22/2011 - Completed

A: Visitation Counts

Provided link to pre-existing on-line website:
http://www.nature.nps.gov/stats/park.cfm?parkid
=296




GGNRA detailed procedures or method for calculating visitation for the overall park and for specific DEIS
scope park areas
GGNRA summaries of overall park and specific DEIS scope park area visitation for 2008, 2009, and 2010

My purpose is to understand why the GGNRA annual visitation numbers at 15 million seems to be significantly
lower than one would expect when calculating the 37 million expected dog visitors using the 2002 Phone
Survey and the 2008 Census Data.
I also want to understand the actual visitation for each of the park areas included in the DEIS.
Received 4/22/2011 - Completed
Provided unreadable files unless one has
access to proprietary software instead of in the
requested common format such as excel,
comma deliminated, etc. Fortunately, I knew
someone with the proprietary software
otherwise the files would have been useless.

B: Detailed Data Records for Each Call from the 2002 Public Opinion Research Telephone
Survey Regarding Golden Gate National Recreation Area Pet Management Issues
I am requesting the unfiltered, detailed survey answers to each question in an electronic data format such as
excel, a comma deliminated file, or other common data formats. The electronic data records should include
the data field headers that indicate the content of the fields. If available, please provide the phone questioning
call script and any supporting documentation that explains the contents of the data field.
As background, my purpose is to understand the GGNRA visitation patterns of dog people in comparison to

Withheld

non-dog people and those that dislike dogs or off-leash dogs. I also want to understand the “recreational”
GGNRA visitation patterns of the Bay Area population. Based on my calculations from the survey results, it
seems that the park is visited far more than 15 million times per year for recreation.
C: Park Surveys with Visitor Experience Questions


A list of known surveys conducted regarding visitor experience related to any of the park areas within the
scope of the DEIS. (e.g., Research to Support Visitor Management at Muir Woods National Monument
and Muir Beach)



The summaries of the visitor responses with the questions, response counts, and any visitor notes.

My purpose is to understand the actual responses and to put those in context.
Withheld

D: Veek 2006 Communication

Cancelled. I spoke with rangers at the Marin
open house and cancelled.

Personal communication 2006 regarding Health and Human Safety. Reference from the DEIS.
E: An example of GGNRA evidence (e.g., inventories, email, ranger reports, etc.) of quail or other
ground dwelling birds currently existing in San Mateo County GGNRA Park Areas.

The rangers were not aware of any quail on
Sweeney during the open house. The ranger
thought wood rats was an example of ground
dwelling animals that would be impacted by
dogs on Sweeney. After researching on the
internet, I found out wood rats are nocturnal and
have dense stick habitats that are hard to find.
It’s highly unlikely dogs are impacting quail or
wood rats on Sweeney. If wood rats are on
Sweeney Ridge, they would not be easily
accessible by pet dogs hiking the trails.
As a follow-up, Ranger LaSalle, while giving me
th
a leash law ticket, indicated to me on March 27
that he sees quail often on the upper ridge area.
However, he also indicated that he sees dogs
chasing bobcats and the GGNRA law
enforcement data for the past 10 years shows
no cases of dogs disturbing wildlife.
Withheld

As background for my request, I have seen quail in Marin County parks, that allow dogs, but never in the
San Mateo GGNRA parks. My understanding is that the California Quail has to be near a fresh water
source which is not the conditions along the Milagra or Sweeney Ridge trails. I have never even seen
quail along the San Adreas Fault trails which don’t allow dogs and has fresh water nearby. I have seen
references to quail at places such as the Bog Trail that winds through San Bruno Mountain Park's "Saddle
Area," a wet, riparian area at the foot of the mountain. However, quail and ground-dwelling birds are used
as one reason for the Sweeney Ridge moderate adverse impact.
I see no evidence at Sweeney Ridge of even minor impacts to wildlife caused by the 0.5 % of the park that
is trails used for recreation and that often have off-leash dogs. Instead, I see a thriving population of birds,
reptiles, ground-dwelling rodents, deer, and rabbits along the trail and have seen mountain lions,
coyotes, and bobcats, which indicate a healthy eco-system. The quail question is my nagging doubt.
For this request, the name of a ranger that can discuss the quail, ground dwelling activity in San
Mateo county would be sufficient.

F: Any quantifiable measurement guidelines used internally by the NPS for determining negligible,
minor, moderate, or major adverse impacts in the DEIS.
For example, I’m looking for percentage of vegetation degradation that would indicate a certain adverse
impact category in the DEIS. For example, I doubt that more than 0.5% of Sweeney Ridge shows any
degradation from human or dog recreational activities and most of that 0.5% is just the fire roads and

Withheld

Withheld

Withheld

those are required for park management.
G: Any evidence of diseases transmitted to people, children or wildlife due to dogs in the GGNRA
The DEIS indicates that dogs “may” transmit diseases via feces to people or children and canine disease
transmission. Is there any known GGNRA (e.g., reports, emails, etc.) evidence linking actual disease
transmission to people or animals that was used to support the DEIS impact statement? If so, please
provide.
H: Summary reports from any wildlife, soil, or vegetation inventories or monitoring performed
for Sweeney Ridge or Cattle Hill, including Notch Trail.
I see little visible evidence of any more than negligible impacts on Sweeney Ridge from human or dog
recreational activities.
I: Any evidence (e.g., emails or ranger reports) of any dog activity along Sweeney Notch Trail (e.g.,
emails, ranger reports, etc.) supporting the minor adverse impact of dogs on the Mission Blue
Butterfly.
I’m not aware that any dogs or at most a few dogs are going to this area of the park.

Cancelled. During the Marin open house, I was
told by a ranger that the indication of owls
spotting fledgings on the ground was a few
cases of dog owners rescuing fledglings.

Withheld

Received on 4/22/2011:




2000 MBB Survey Milagra
Ft Funston USGS VegReport 2004
Winter 2001-2002 Waterbird Survey Report

Withheld: Any current or comprehensive
inventories or monitoring with any indication of
dog impacts. Only one of the references from
the DEIS was provided and nothing supporting

For this request, the name of a ranger that can describe dog activity on the trail would be sufficient
and I will contact them for a brief discussion.
K: The evidence of dogs spotting northern spotted owl fledglings on the ground and altering
owners to the fledglings (pg 1112) and any evidence of injury to the fledglings by the dogs.
I've looked at the data on the website and see nothing in regards to dogs impacting the owl. In fact these
populations of owls seem to be doing quite well and these areas have off-leash dogs. Looking at the web,
biologists in California actual use tracking dogs to complete their inventories of the owl; which to me
indicates that dogs represent and insignificant risk to the owl.
M: Any soil testing indicating significant soil degradation due to dog feces
The DEIS indicates that dogs may degrade the soil due to feces. Is there any known GGNRA (e.g.,
reports, emails, etc.) testing evidence supporting the DEIS impact statement related to feces accumulation
and any significant changes in a park area’s soil composition? If so, please provide.
N: Summary reports from any wildlife, soil, or vegetation inventories or monitoring performed in
the park areas within the scope of the DEIS that support the DEIS claims of the “No Action” alternative
having moderate or minor adverse impacts on water, wildlife, vegetation, or soil. Please exclude the
Western Snowy Plover since I have found those references.
As background, I have the link to the http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/units/sfan/inventories.cfm NPS
Inventory Monitoring website but I see little to support the moderate or minor adverse wildlife, vegetation,
or soil statements in the DEIS. I also can only find dogs referenced in regards to the Western Snowy
Plover and not any regarding dogs having an adverse impact on the inventories of any other wildlife,
vegetation, water, or soils.

their conclusions.

Examples that are listed in the DEIS references include but I do not have access to this GGNRA data:
o Dylbala 2002, Golden Gate National Recreation Area Winter 2001-2002 Waterbird Survey Results,
Prepared for GGNRA:
o Newby 2000, San Bruno Elfin Butterfly Survey, Milagra Ridge, Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
Site Stewardship Program, GGNP Association
o

Fong/Campo 2006, Calendar Years 2003-2005 California Red-Legged Frog Surveys, GGNRA

o USGS 2004, Wildlife Response to Habitat Restoration in Fort Funston, GGNRA, Final Report prepared
for the NPS, Nov 2004
o Semnoff-Irving/Howell 2005 Pilot Inventory of Mammals, Reptiles, and Amphibians, GGNRA 19901997, Open file Report 2005-1381, USGS
o 2000 Inventory of Benthic Invertebrates in Sandy Intertidal and Beach Habitats, Ocean Beach, San
Francisco: Final Report
o USGS 2008, Level 1 Water Quality Inventory of Baseline Levels of Pesticides in Urban Creeks –
GGNRA and the Presidio, Data Series 338 p12, prepared by Hladik and Orlando.
Withheld

O: Any quantifiable analysis with specific measurements of the human and/or dog impacts
vegetation or soil in the closed areas at Fort Funston, Crissy Field, Lands End, Ocean Beach, or
Baker Beach.
Other than the Children’s Dune Play area, some minor social trails and along the fence edge, I see little
evidence that the vegetation in the closed areas is more than negligibly impacted.

Request Date: 1/26/2011 FOIA NPS-2011-00257
Received 4/1/2011 (65 days) - Completed
NPS refused to provide until I went through a
Department of Interior Appeals process.
Note this data does not support the Law
Enforcement Counts in the DEIS. It also does
not support the claims of the NPS about the
unsustainability of dog recreation due to safety
or wildlife disturbances, particularly in
comparison to the other users.

Database records on violations and injuries in the GGNRA or the Presidio

Cancelled. The NPS represented that this
information would be made available soon
because other FOIA requests were already in
process.
On 3/18/2011, I was notified by another dog
owner that the 2007 to 2008 PDFs were
available on the GGNRA website.
The 2007 to 2008 PDFs of ranger tickets shows
that dog bite/attack incidents are rare and
mostly nuisance type incidents and wildlife
disturbances are rare.

All officer notes pertaining to the dog bite, injury, rescue, wildlife disturbance, and attack events for 2007,
2008, and 2010

Timeline Summary for FOIA Requests for Arnita Bowman
As of 4/25/11
Date
4/25/11
4/22/11

4/16/11
4/15/11

Event
FOIA Appeal for
FOIA 1, 2, & 3
FOIA Request for
Clarification

Description
DOI Appeal for data missing from FOIA 1, 2, & 3

Partial Receipt for
FOIA 2, 3, & 4
Update on FOIA
Request

Partial responses to your FOIA requests NPS2011-00361 00362
00363
From Howard Levitt’s: I wasn't able to look over the materials that
Skot has prepared for you. Should be able to on Monday, and hope
to send you a package of additional information then. Thanks for
your patience. Howard
Clarification requested: Animal & Wildlife, Class 2, and Animal
Protection

4/6/11

Informal Request
for Clarification

4/1/11

Received data for
FOIA 1 - Complete
Response to
Status Request

4/1/11

New FOIA request related to informal inquiry on 4 6 11 Clarification requested: Animal Wildlife, Class 2, and Animal
Protection plus DEIS schedule showing specific cases

Received data for FOIA NPS-2022-00257 and Appeal No. 2011-074
Howard Levitt Response to FOIA Status Request:
Our priority has been to complete our response to FOIA NPS-201100257, and the recommendations in the response to your appeal
from Ms. Strayhorn. I will send you a response on that FOIA by
Monday, April 4, 2011.
Re FOIAs NPS 2011-00361, 00362 and 00363, we are continuing to
research responses to all of the information and documents you
have requested. Please understand that much of what you request
will require considerable staff time, but please be assured that we
are dedicating time to your request each week, and will release
information to you as quickly as it becomes available. We hope to
make a partial release of information sometime next week.
FOIA Status Update Request: NPS-2011-00361/NPS-2011-0362/NPS
2011-00363

3/30/11

Status Request

3/30/11

Decision on
Appeal
Reviewed the
2007-2008 NPS
Incident Reports

Decision on our Freedom of Information Act Appeal (No. 2011-074)

FOIA 4:
Notice from Fort
Funston dog
group saying
2007-2008 tickets
available

Received an e-mail from Fort Funston dog group saying GGNRA
provided tickets via a portal. This was not from the GGNRA. Per
email:
For Arnita: the 2007/2008 law enforcement data has been
provided, and 2009/2010 is coming next week. If you still
aren't getting a response to your FOIA request, maybe you
asked for something different?

3/25/11

3/18/11

Downloaded and analyzed the 2007-2008 NPS law enforcement
tickets. The tickets counts are less than the law enforcement
numbers in the DEIS for 2007-2008.

The incident reports are at
http://www.nps.gov/goga/siteindex.htm - scan for "FOIA" If
you need help reviewing these and entering into a data
base, let me know. We might get interns to help - I've used
spca volunteers before to do this.
3/14/11

3/14/11

FOIA 2,3,4:
Confirmation of
Receipt of FOIA
Requests

e-mail from Kevin Killeen confirming that the National Park Service
received the request on 2/28/06

FOIA 2,3,4:
Called Kevin Killen
(NPS Western
Region FOIA
Representative)

Phone discussion with Mr. Killeen regarding not receiving a
confirmation of the receipt of my FOIA requests and requesting
information regarding expected time to process the requests.

FOIA: NPS-2011-00361 - Visitation and Environment Inventory
Information Requests (FOIA 2)
FOIA: NPS-2011-0362 - Ranger Tickets & Public Health Information
(FOIA 3)
FOIA: NPS-2011-00363 - Financial Information and General
Management Plan (FOIA 4)

I was told that the NPS has spent considerable time reviewing the
tickets requested by the anti-dog movement. He mentioned that he
was the 3rd reviewer of the 800+ tickets per year that was required
to remove the personal information. I expressed concern that the
NPS was willing to spend that much time on the anti-dog FOIA
requests but not provide me with the information I requested. He
said that several people had requested the tickets, implying that
made it a high priority. I explained that I was working with the dog
community and that we’d tried to centralize our request. I asked if
we should have multiple people submit the same FOIA request, and
he was not supportive of that idea.
He mentioned that he knew I’d prioritized my request in the FOIA
requests but that the Howard Levitt would probably want me to
prioritize further and said Howard would contact me. Mr. Levitts
has not contacted me.

3/14/11

FOIA 3,4:
Submitted FOIA
Requests

Submitted FOIA Request to Kevin Killen (NPS Western Region FOIA
Representative) and to Howard Levitts (GGNRA FOIA
Representative)

FOIA: NPS-2011-0362 - Ranger Tickets & Public Health Information
(FOIA 3)
FOIA: NPS-2011-00363 - Financial Information and General
Management Plan (FOIA 4)
3/10/11

FOIA 1: Received
acknowledgement
of FOIA Appeal
Receipt

Received a message from FOIA.APPEALS@sol.doi.gov
Ms. Bowman, the Department of the Interior’s FOIA Appeals Office
is in receipt of your e-mail submissions. The information you have
provided is currently being reviewed. You should expect

correspondence from the FOIA Appeals Officer shortly.
From:
LaRima L. Lane, Esq.
TKC Global Contractor
Department of the Interior
FOIA Appeals Office
Phone: (202) 208-5339
Fax: (202) 208-6677
3/4/11

FOIA 1:
Sent Concern
Regarding FOIA
Appeal to Speier’s
Office

Sent concern about the Interior Department not responding to my
appeal.

3/2/11

FOIA 2: Removed
2 Line Items from
FOIA

I removed two items from my FOIA request because I received
information during discussion with the Rangers during the DEIS
Open House in Marin.
FOIA2: NPS-2011-00361 - Visitation and Environment Inventory
Information Requests

3/2/11

FOIA 1:
Confirmed data
available and
asked for
confirmation of
appeal status

Sent email to FOIA Appeal e-mail, Howard Levitts & Kevin Killeen
e-mail stated:
I confirmed at the Marin Open House for the DEIS that the GGNRA
does input the data I'm requesting into an Access database with the
location, incident/offense, and date. I spoke with a ranger but
unfortunately didn't get her name.
Please respond to my email and let me know the status of my
appeal.

2/28/11

2/25/11

FOIA 2: Submitted Submitted FOIA Request 2 to Kevin Killen (NPS Western Region
FOIA 2 Request
FOIA Representative) and to Howard Levitts (GGNRA FOIA
Representative)
FOIA: NPS-2011-00361 - Visitation and Environment Inventory
Information Requests (FOIA 2)
FOIA 1: Submitted Sent e-mail appeal to foia.appeals@sol.doi.gov
Appeal to the
Department of
FOIA APPEAL FOR NPS-2011-00257
Interior
Along with specific request included:
“My impression is NPS is not dealing equally with both side of the
dog management concern and is fully supporting the natural
resource conservancy contingency no matter the cost but delaying
requests by the pro-dog contingency or requests that may not
support the Preferred Alternative. I do not feel I am being treated
fairly and am concerned about the NPS FOIA process. I made this
request soon after the DEIS was made public. However, I am
concerned that I will not have the information in time to provide the
public with information for providing a fully informed response to

the DEIS. I believe the delays by the NPS should be grounds for
extending the DEIS public response period.”
2/25/11

2/23/11

FOIA 1: Received
NPS Final
Response
FOIA 1: NPS sends
Final Response

Received cd in the mail for FOIA # 2011-00257 - Warnings, Tickets,
and Incident Reports. See description below.
Received response without data for FOIA # 2011-00257 - Warnings,
Tickets, and Incident Reports
Key excerpts include:
Included confirmation of an “access” database with data entry only
and very limited search parameters
Fields available include: Case number, time, date, incident/offense,
description of location, and officer name
Hours: States electronic query is unavailable, estimated staff time is
300 to 500 hours (Note that from my personal experience, it should
only take a support person an hour or so to download the Access
data and most of that is coordination.)

2/11/11

2/2/11

FOIA 1: Follow-up
e-mail from Skot
on request
Follow-up e-mail
on request

2/1/11 or
Phone discussion
thereabouts with Skot Jonz,
NPS
representative

FOIA # 2011-00257 - Warnings, Tickets, and Incident Reports
2-11-11 Response to Follow-up by NPS -SKOT- from FOIA 1
Sent e-mail clarifying my request based on discussions with Skot
Jonz (Howard Levitt’s representative)
FOIA # 2011-00257 - Warnings, Tickets, and Incident Reports
During a phone conversation:
Skot explained that the NPS was already pulling approximately 800
dog and pet related incident/offense GGNRA ranger tickets based on
another FOIA request. Those tickets would soon be available to all
of the public and he requested that I remove my FOIA request for
that areas. I assumed the NPS was acting in good faith, and didn’t
want to put an unnecessary burden on the agency so I agreed to
cancel my FOIA for the detailed Ranger tickets. He mentioned that it
was taking a lot of time because each ticket had to be manually
pulled and then the personal information removed and then those
tickets have to go through multiple reviews. (Apparently, they are
doing this for 5 years at 800 tickets a year.) I expressed that I
thought the ranger details on Leash Law incidents offenses wasn’t
likely to provide much insight, and I was surprised that they were
going to this level of effort. I’m surprised that people would
question the validity of the Leash Law tickets or the detailed tickets
would provide much information for either side. (After reviewing
those tickets for 2007 and part of 2008, I still question the value of
pulling some 600+ tickets per year or why that would be prioritized
over providing the public with the detailed ranger reports that would
provide insight. Dog Bite/Attacks, disturbing wildlife, etc. have
details that provide insight on the severity of the incidence. The only

insight from Leash Law tickets is whether the violators were
cooperative or not and the type people breaking the law (e.g.,
families, seniors, hikers, etc.).
Skot told me about a dog owners leg that was opened up and then
about a hand-glider that was a dog grabbed as the hand-glider was
taking off. (I haven’t seen either in the 2007 to 2008 tickets that
have been made available to the public.)
I explained to him my purpose for the database records and
explained that SFDOG had already received the same information
for 2001 to 2006, and he insisted the data records were not
available but that he would check with other NPS personnel.
1/26/11

Acknowledgment
of FOIA 1 Request

Received immediate e-mail acknowledging receipt.
We have received your FOIA request. We will review it and get back
to you if we need additional clarification.
Howard Levitt
Director of Communications and Partnerships
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Building 201, Fort Mason
San Francisco, California 94123
phone: 415 561-4730
fax: 415 561-4710
mobile: 415 725-8589

1/26/11

Submitted FOIA 1
Request

Submitted FOIA Request 2 to Howard Levitts (GGNRA FOIA
Representative)
FOIA 2011-00257 - Warnings, Tickets, and Incident Reports
Requested
Summary:
I am sending you a Freedom of Information Act email request for
documents pertaining to known violations and injuries in the GGNRA
and the Presidio. My purpose is to evaluate the significance of
any known dog-related incidents in the parks in comparison to other
human activities and injuries in the park. I do not want personal
information for violators or victims.



Database records on violations and injuries in the GGNRA or
the Presidio
All officer notes pertaining to the dog bite, injury, rescue,
wildlife disturbance, and attack events for 2007, 2008, and
2010

Appendix 2: Mar30, 2011 Department of Interior Responses to FOIA Appeals & Support

Appendix 3: e-mails Supporting Park Service Inability to Support DEIS Law
Enforcement Counts

Windows Live Hotmail Print Message

Page 1 of 11

Re: Schedule of Case IDs for 2007-2008 dog DEIS counts
From: Skot _Jonz@nps.gov
Sent: Fri 5/13/11 12:53 PM
To:

Arnita Bowman (arnitabowman@hotmail.com)

Cc:

Howard_Levitt@ nps.gov; Shirwin_Smith@ nps.gov

Windows Live Hotmail Print Message

Page 2 of 11

Hi Skotz,
Please
in the
a FOIA
weeks.

let me know the status on providing the following that I requested
FOIA on 4/23. As I said, I'm fine with the NPS not showing this as
if I receive the information quickly. However it has been two
Hopefully, I can get the data in the next couple of days and don't

have to escalate to a DOI appeal. That just makes thing more difficult for
everyone.

Hello Arnita,
In response to your inquiry:

No summary or schedule of documents was used. To arrive at the totals in
the DEIS, violations were hand-tabulated by reading through all incident
reports one by one to determine the type and number of violations within
each report. For example, a single incident report may contain more than
one type of violation which could result in a single or multiple citations
or warnings. Additionally, a ranger could issue warnings or citations to a
number of individuals but record all of them on a single incident report.
Thus, the total number of incident reports does not fully represent all
violations.

Outstanding items from 4/23/11 FOIA request:
Any summary or schedule of
IDs or other documentation
for wildli fe disturbances,
conditions/search & rescue,

documents that defines the specific Case
that support the law enforcement counts
dog bite/attacks, hazardous
and complaints in the DEIS.

Any detailed supporting documents listed in the summary above that
have not already been provided in the PDFs of law enforcement data
for 2007-2008.
Arnita
From: arnitabowman@hotmail.com

Skot Jonz
Office of Public Affairs
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
201 Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA 94123
415.561.4734
Skot_Jonz@nps.gov

Arnita Bowman
<arnitabowman@hot
mail.com> To
skot jonz <skot_jonz@nps.gov >
05/10/2011 08:10 cc
AM
Subject
Schedule of Case IDs for 2007-2008
dog DEIS counts

To: skot_jonz@nps.gov
Subject: RE: AMENDMENT: Freedom of Information Act Request: Animal &
Wildlife, Class 2 and Animal Protection
Date: Sat, 7 May 2011 06:56:26 -0700
Thanks!
I think you misunderstood my request for a schedule. I am asking for the
specific case ids that support the law enforcement counts in the DEIS. For
example, the schedule should have the specific case ids for the Stinson
Beach bite incidents. I can't image the park service prepared the counts
without some supporting document showing which caseids comprise the counts.
As far as I can tell the 2007 and 2008 PDFs don't support the counts in the
DEIS nor does the Access records of Law Enforcement Data. I'll admit I
haven't read every word of every leash law so maybe I'm missing that.
If the incidents, such as the Stinson Beach bite incidents, aren't in the
PDFs or Access records, I'm asking for the supporting documentation for
those.
Thanks again.
Arnita

> Subject: RE: AMENDMENT: Freedom of Information Act Request: Animal &
Wildlife, Class 2 and Animal Protection
> To: arnitabowman@hotmail.com
> From: Skot_Jonz @nps.gov
> Date: Fri, 6 May 2011 17:33:04 -0700

3 of 11
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>
> Hello Arnita,
>

>
> >5. Any detailed supporting documents listed in the summary (item 4)
above

> Thank you for your patience while I contacted the appropriate staff for a
> response to your remaining questions below.
>

> that have not already been provided in the PDFs of law enforcement data
for

> > 3. Why are the counts in the DEIS so different from the information in
> the 2007-2008 PDFs? I wasn't able to tie the dog-related incident >
counts

> 2007-2008.
> RESPONSE : NONE.
>
>

> for 2007-2008 to the PDFs. For example, I did not see any
> Bite/Attacks for Stinson Beach, no where near 24 disturbing wildlife at
> Ocean Beach for 2007, no where near 32 hazardous condition/rescues at

> Skot Jonz
> Office of Public Affairs
> Golden Gate National Recreation Area

Fort
> Funston,
>

> 201 Fort Mason
> San Francisco, CA 94123
> 415.561.4734

>
>
>
>
>
>

etc.

RESPONSE:
An incident can have as many as three (3) offense classifications. For
example, if what starts as a dog incident ends up being a substance-abuse
or felony arrest, it could be coded with one or both offenses, but end up
being recorded with the most serious offense as the primary, i.e.
Narcotics/Hazardous Condition/Pet. One incident report may be classified

> with a specific category, but involved other offenses not specifically
> coded. So, what I'm told is that not all incident reports may not be
> classified for all of the offenses or violations that took place within
the
> incident.. Also, I'm informed by the protection staff that although
> training is provided and supervisors are reminded to check reports prior
to
> approval for the correct and consistent classification type, nonetheless
a

> Skot_Jonz@nps.gov
>
>
>
> Skot
> Jonz/GOGA/NPS
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
04/29/2011 03:43 Arnita Bowman
PM <arnitabo wman@hotmail.com>
cc
Subject

> RE: AMENDMENT: Freedom of
> Information Act Request: Animal &
> Wildlife, Class 2 and Animal

> dog-bite incident can also be coded as Injured Person or Hazardous
> Condition. Dog/Pet/Leash incidents are not always pulled out if coded as
> an Injured Person, and they know this because if there was ever an issue,

> Protecti on(Document
> Jonz)
>

link:

Skot

> especially with a dog bite, LE staff flags the report. Also, I'm informed
> that sometimes a dog bite report may involve a dog vs. dog, or an
> accidental bite while breaking up a dog fight, but result in no or minor

>
>
>

> injuries could be classified as a leash law violation and not as a dog
> bite. My understanding is that narratives of incident reports were read
to
> capture the true number of incidents and arrive at the numbers you see in
> the DEIS, specifically Appendix G.
>
> >4. Any summary or schedule of documents that defines the specific Case
> IDs or other documentation that support the law enforcement counts > for
> wildlife disturbances, dog bite/attacks, hazardous conditions/search &

>
>
>

> rescue, and complaints in the DEIS.
>
> RESPONSE: There is a NPS Servicewide Classification of Incident Codes
which
> lists categories and breakout subcategories. A copy is being sent to me
> through interoffice mail, which I had hoped to have by today to scan and

> have several people at law enforcement working on getting an answer.
Thank

> send to you. I will forward to you as soon as I get it.

>

>
>
> Hi Arnita,
>
> I'm pleased to know you are happy with the definitions. As for the
> remainder of this request, to address the discrepencies in the counts, I

> you for giving me a couple more days to obtain this information for you.
>
> Have a great weekend,
> -Skot
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> Skot Jonz
> Office of Public Affairs
> Golden Gate National Recreation Area

> richness of the birds in these parks.
>
>

> 201 Fort Mason
> San Francisco, CA 94123
> 415.561.4734

> > Subject: AMENDMENT: Freedom of Information Act Request: Animal &
> Wildlife, Class 2 and Animal Protection
> > To: arnitabowman@hotmail.com

> Skot_Jonz@nps.gov
>
>

> > CC: Howard_Le vitt@nps.gov; Shirwin_Smith@nps.gov
> > From: Skot_Jonz@nps.gov
> > Date: Thu, 28 Apr 2011 09:06:44 -0700

>
> Arnita Bowman
> <arnitabowman@hot

> >
> > Hello Arnita,
> >

> mail.com> To
> skot jonz <skot_jonz@nps.gov>
> 04/28/2011 03:39 cc

> > Thank you for your willingness to work with us on this matter to avoid
an

>
>
>
>
>
>

PM Howard - GGNRA Levitt
<howard_levitt@nps.gov>,
<shirwin_smith@nps.gov>
Subject
RE: AMENDMENT: Freedom of
Information Act Request: Animal &

> > unnecessary FOIA. Since I don't have these answers myself, I've been
> > contacting the appropriate departments to address these items you
listed
> by
> > Friday. To clarify the definitions of incident descriptions, here is
what

> Wildlife, Class 2 and Animal
> Protection
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

> > Wildlife Protection- is an incident that documents violation such as:
> > BOTHERING/MOLESTING
> > HUNTING/TRAPPING

>
>
>

> > POACHING/TAKING
> > SPOTLIGHTING
> > OTHER WILDLIFE PROTECTION VIOLATIONS SUCH AS FEEDING WILD ANIMALS

> Thank you so much!! Those definitions were a nagging question that I'm
> relieved to have and could certainly impact the overall analysis. Funny
> that I expected Class II would be a more significant incident. Amazing
how
> assumptions often prove untrue.
>

> >
> > Animals & Wildlife is a service incidents that documents
> > NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT of

> I'm planning to start back looking at the law enforcement data probably
on

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Wednesday or Thursday of next week. So if you don't get it to me by this
> Friday, I'm ok with getting it by Tuesday or Wednesday of next week.
>
> Thank you again for your assistance.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Arnita
P.S. The San Mateo County parks and Rancho Corral are particularly
gorgeous right now with our grasses, flowers, mating birds, and baby
rabbits at their max. Now is a great time to make an excuse to get out of
SF, and check out the San Mateo parks units. Funny that this DEIS process

> has made me more sensitive to the soundscapes and realize even more the

I
> received from US Park Police Records Office:
>
> Class 2- the incident did not occur or nothing was found, no written
report
> will be submitted.
>

> > Animals & Wildlife: such as
> > BEARS, DOMESTIC ANIMALS, FEDERALLY ENDANGERED ANIMALS, FEDERALLY
> > THREATENED ANIMALS, EXOTIC & OTHER ANIMAL & WILDLIFE INCIDENTS.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Plants:
Federally Endangered Plants, Federally Thretaened Plants, Rare
Plants, Exotic Plants,
Other Plants
Other Natural Resources/Features
ex: COYOTE SIGHTINGS, INJURED SEA LIONS, REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMALS, LOST

> > PETS
> >
> >
> > I meet this afternoon with a staff member who may be able to answer
items
> > 3-5 of your request. I will provide a response to you as soon as I get
> it.
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> > Thank you for your patience.
> > -Skot
> >

> > human wildlife disturbances, injured/rescued wildlife, etc.). Do any
> > of these result in violations being issued?
> > 3. Why are the counts in the DEIS so different from the information in

> > Skot Jonz
> > Office of Public Affairs
> > Golden Gate National Recreation Area

> > the 2007-2008 PDFs? I wasn't able to tie the dog-related incident
> > counts for 2007-2008 to the PDFs. For example, I did not see any
> > Bite/Attacks for Stinson Beach, no where near 24 disturbing wildlife

> > 201 Fort Mason
> > San Francisco, CA 94123
> > 415.561.4734

> > at Ocean Beach for 2007, no where near 32 hazardous condition/rescues
> > at Fort Funston, etc.
> > 4. Any summary or schedule of documents that defines the specific Case

> > Skot_Jonz@nps.gov
> >
> >

> > IDs or other documentation that support the law enforcement counts
> > for wildlife disturbances, dog bite/attacks, hazardous
> > conditions/search & rescue, and complaints in the DEIS.

> >
> > Arnita Bowman
> > <arnitabowman@hot

> > 5. Any detailed supporting documents listed in the summary (item 4)
> > above that have not already been provided in the PDFs of law
> > enforcement data for 2007-2008.

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Information Act Request: Animal &
> Wildlife, Class 2 and Animal
> Protection
>
>
>

mail.com> To
skot jonz <skot_jon z@nps.gov>
04/26/2011 03:07 cc
PM
Subject
FW: AMENDMENT: Freedom of

>
> As I've said, I want to make sure I'm correctly characterizing the law
> enforcement information that has been provided. Any other insight that
you
> think is important would be appreciated.
>

> > Thank you for your assistance. As you know, the NPS plans for the GGNRA
> > will significantly impact the daily lives and health of those of us
that
> > live in the Bay Area and for future generations.
> >
> > Arnita

> >
> >
> >

> >
> > From: arnitabowman@hotmail.com
> > To: kevin_kil leen@nps.gov; howard_levitt@nps.gov

> >
> >
> >

> > CC: skot_jonz@nps.gov
> > Subject: AMENDMENT: Freedom of Information Act Request: Animal &
> Wildlife,

> >
> > Hi Skot,
> >

> > Class 2 and Animal Protection
> > Date: Sat, 23 Apr 2011 19:09:34 -0700
> >

> > Thank you for your call! I'd really appreciate getting an informal
email

> > Please amend the FOIA request below to also include the following
items:

> > with the information requested in my original email from 4/6. An email
> > would be best so that I could make sure I'm not misunderstanding and
can
> > reference the information. If you can send me the information by
Friday,
> > I'll definitely cancel the FOIA as this really shouldn't be something
> that

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> > have not already been provided in the PDFs of law enforcement data
> > for 2007-2008.
> >
> > As mentioned below, I am unable to support the Law Enforcement counts
in

>
>
>
>
>
>

requires a FOIA. In summary, I'm requesting:
1. Clarification of the following incident descriptions for the law
enforcement records: Wildlife Protection, Animal & Wildlife, and
Class 2.
2. How is "Animal & Wildlife" different from "Wildlife Protection"?

> > I'm most interested in the probable cause of these incident (e.g.,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Any summary or schedule of
IDs or other documentation
for wildlife disturbances,
conditions/search & rescue,

documents that defines the specific Case
that support the law enforcement counts
dog bite/attacks, hazardous
and complaints in the DEIS.

Any detailed supporting documents listed in the summary above that

> > the DEIS based on the details in the 2007-2008 PDFs provided. Since the
> > NPS, has not responded to my informal request I am placing this as a

FOIA
> > request.
> >

> readily
> > available, please provide me with that information.
> >

> > Regards,
> > Arnita Bowman
> >
> >
> >
> >

> > Please send me an email with your estimation of when I should expect to
> > receive the information and letting me know you received this email.
Also
> > do not hesitate to call me if you need clarification on my request.
> >
> > Thanks in advance for your assistance in this matter.

> > From: arnitabowman@hotmail.com
> > To: kevin_kil leen@nps.gov; howard_levitt@nps.gov
> > CC: skot_jonz@nps.gov

> >
> > Sincerely,
> > Arnita Bowman

> > Subject: Freedom of Information Act Request: Animal & Wildlife, Class 2
> and
> > Animal Protection

> > > > San Bruno, CA 94066
> > arnitabowman@hotmail.com

> > Date: Fri, 22 Apr 2011 17:34:45 -0700
> >
> > This is a Freedom of Information Act request for the ranger written
case
> > notes (incident reports) for the sample of law enforcement cases listed
> in
>
>
>
>
>
>

> the attached file. As mentioned in my informal request, I need
> clarification on the generic meaning within the NPS for some of the
> wildlife incident descriptions so that I don't misrepresent the
information
> to the public. I do not want any personal information nor do I require
any

> > addresses.
> >
> > I would appreciate your expediting this request due to the constraints
> > GGNRA dog management plan public comments which closes in May. My
purpose
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

is to provide a community service by providing people with additional
information regarding the drafted dog management plan. I am providing
information through SFDog and Ocean Beach Dog groups as well in events
around the Bay Area and the media. Because this is a community service

> and
> > reporting information to the public, I would appreciate a fee waiver
and
> > need this request to be expedited. However, I am authorizing up to $100
> in
> > fees. I am deeply concerned that the NPS delays in providing
information
> > is infringing on people's ability to provide substantive comments in
the
> > DEIS process.
> >
> > I’d prefer to receive the documents on a CD or via email. If the cost
is
> > too prohibitive, I can come to the GGNRA office to view the requests or
> can
> > access them on-line if a URL is provided. If the information is not

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

650 xxxx

From: arnitabowman@hotmail.com
To: howard_le vitt@nps.gov; kevin_killeen@nps.gov
Subject: Clarification requested: Animal & Wildlife, Class 2, and

Animal
> > Protection
> > Date: Wed, 6 Apr 2011 10:09:47 -0700
> >
> > Hi Howard,
> >
> > I've sorted through the 2007 to 2010 law enforcement incident records
> that
> > you provided. I'd like to get clarification on the generic meaning
within
> > the NPS for some of the wildlife descriptions so that I don't
> misrepresent
> > the information to the public. I probably should submit another FOIA
for
> a
> > sample of the incidents so that I can verify the meaning but it would
be
> > easier if you can just briefly explain so we can both avoid that
effort.
> I
>
>
>
>

> need clarification of the following incident descriptions for the law
> enforcement records:
>
> Wildlife Protection

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Animal & Wildlife
> Class 2
>
>
> Attached is the extracted records and the sample that I plan to request
if

> > it is unclear as to the meaning of these descriptions. I'm most

> interested
> > in the probably cause of the
incident (e.g., human wildlife
disturbances,
> > injured/rescued wildlife, etc.). How is "Animal & Wildlife" different
> from
> > "Wildlife Protection"? Your insight would be helpful.
> >
> > Also, please briefly explain
why the counts in the DEIS are so
different
> > from the information in the PDFs? I wasn't able to tie the dog-related
> > incident counts for 2007-2008 to the
PDFs. For example, I did not see any
> > Bite/Attacks for Stinson Beach, no where near 24 disturbing wildlife at
> > Ocean Beach for 2007, no where near 32 hazardous condition/rescues at
> Fort
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

Funston, etc. If I'm just missing it in the PDFs, do you have a summary
document that shows the Case IDs that support the counts in the DEIS?
Also, I only see the PDFs for 2007-2008 on the GGNRA website. I thought
that the PDFs were being provided for 2009 and 2010 as well. If that is
the case, please provide me with the PDFs.

> >
> > Thank you for your assistance in helping the me understanding the data
> > supporting the DEIS. I'll hold off on
submitting the FOIA until Friday so
> > hopefully I'll hear from you before then.
> >
> > Regards,
> > Arnita Bowman

